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IMTRODUCTIOw

Nuclear waste disposal requires the establishment of

numerous barriers between the waste and man's environment such

that a large safety margin exists with very low probability of

complete barrier failure. Deep burial provides a natural

geologic barrier. Loweve!, the prediction of the nuclide

retardation provides oy the geologic barrier requires knowledge

of the hydrological and chemical properties of the formation.

Volcanic tuff at the Nevada Test Site (MTS) is being

evaluated as a potential waste disposal medium. A field

nuclide migration experiment has been proposed ;n order to

evaluate hydrologic properties, examine chemical reactions with

tuff, and verify current numerical transport models (Erdal.

et al, 1981). Because of the potential for groundwater to

transport radionuclices in the jointed tuff, the focus of the

protect has been on understanding flow in a single fracture.

The hydrology of fractured rock is in the early stages of

development; hence, there are few large-scale laboratory or

field experiments to emulate. The nuc' Ide experiment as

presently conceived, involves drilling instrumentation holes

with axes parallel to the joint plane. However. the drill

holes Alter the norca! stress at the joint which changes the

Joint aperture and significantly affects the joint

permeability. Hence. comparisons of field results with

numerical models are made more difficult.

A dominating feature of the flow behavior Is tht fracture _ _

permeability. This report attempts to evaluate effects ef the

present experiment configuration on the fracturekr-#.44a&bt-1Jty.
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Ock 0ECJT nt rtuities or failure surfaces are often referred 0

to as.: 1) faults when lateral movement has occurred along 0
tne 'atlure plane, 2; Joints when s.bparallel-sets of failure <
surfaces exist. and 3) fissures for discontinuites which are t
srall in extent and aperture. The term fracture is usually a 0
wore general description of a failure surface. However, for -
tnis report fract..re and joint are risen interchangeably to
oesrribe a single fat ure surface. M
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ANALYSIS

Stresses

In rock stressed below one-half its ultimate compressive

strength and in which joints are tight and widely spaced, it is

usually acceptable to consider the rock as a continuous.

linearly elastic material (Goodman. 1980). By also assuming

the rock is homogeneous, isotropic. and isothermal. the stress

distribution around a cylindrical hole is described by the

Kirsch solution (Poulos and Davis. 1974). (Terms are defined

in Figure .)
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The above formulation does not include gravity forces (and

thus there is no size effect) since gravity forces on the small

drill holes proposed would be negligible.

Determining the stresses in the x and y directions by the

following familiar equations:

U %.@r*( Or Or ) Cos 20 sin 2.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS --
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FIgure 1. Definition of Terms: a) CylindrIcal Drill Hole in Solid
Mass Under Plane Strain, Isothermal, I aind EIastic
Conditions; b) Drill Hole - Fracture Configuration
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and expressing the results in normalized, Cartesian

coordinates, one obtains:

e * s -2t!,] - 7[s- to (I 2 - 3 7) 4t(")( 2 3 7 1

e " --t [2t. ( - 2)a- s]) a

wherp

K ^ 2 a2
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2 12~ 1 -n* - "2 . h 2 . *y x2 t * -a7

Equations (1) and t2) describe the stress field around a

drill hole In a continuum. If It Is assumed a joint does not

induce stress changes, stresses along a hypothetical joint can

be calculated. Figure 2 plots equation (1) for three

horizontal-vertical stress ratios: Px * nPy. n * 0.5, n * 1.0.

and n * 2.0. The curves terminate at the point of intersection

of the fracture with the drill hole. Both figures 2a and 2b

(horizontal stress less than or equal to the vertical stress)

are similar In shape. In both cases the normal stress increases

dramatically as the joint plane approaches the drill hole axis

(p * V/a * 0.0).

When the horizontal stress Is twice as large as the

vertical stress (n * 2.0), the stress change due to the drill

hole does not show a uniform progression. Thii phenomenon

causes odd behavior in the permeability changes as seen in

Figure 4 which is discussed later. (This stress condition
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Figure 2. lormal Stress Concentration Along a Joint for Three
H4orizontal-Vertical Stress Ratios.. P, . sPy
a) n a 0.5 b) n . 1.0 c) n . 2.0.
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exists at several places where the nuclide migration experiment

may be Conducted.) It is evident, however, that tihe normal

stress excursion decreases for. all u as n increases in regions

beyond the circle radius (xIa > 1).

The optmnal drill hole position is that which minimizes

stress changes. A tangential intersection of the drill hole

clearly minimizes the joint normal stress changes for n < 1.

As n increased beyond 1.0, the optimal position shifts tc

v . 0.866. A tangential intersection only slightl.V relieves

joint stresses. However, it is still nearly optimal.

For a tangential intersection. unusual stress behavior

might occur in the small triangular region between 0 < xIa I.

It is likely the joint would open slightly. It is also

possible for the triangular region to break out during drilling.

however. it was assumed the joint did not introduce any change

in the stress field. The validity of this continuum approach

was verified by evaluating shear stresses along the joint and

comparing with shear strength for possible slippage. Figure 3

plots the ratio of the shear stress and the near field, normal

stress (r la ) versus x/a. The relationship was obtainedKY y
from equatio s (1) and (2).

Gooaman (1976) states; that generally th- coefficient of

friction If tion where I - shear stress and an a mormal

stress) varies in the range of 0.4 to 0.8 and can diip as low as

0.2 for sheet minerals such as mica. Byerlee (1978)) found that

at intermediate normal stress (1-150 ksi or 5-100 Mga) the

friction generated was independent of rock type and initial

surface roughness and equal to about 0.85. The latter friction

coefficient value was plotted on Figure 3.

It is seen that only a small segment of the join~t is

subjected to shear stresses great enough to cause sTippage.

No slippage is predicted for xia values greater tham 1.06.

When the horizontal stress Is equal to or ;ess than the

vertical stress no slippage is predicted beyond x/a - 0.82.

Thus it appears reasonable to model the rock mass as a

continuum without a joint for points beyond the hole radius.
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Permeability

Fracture permeability (k) is a function of confining

pressure (Pc), internal fluid pressure (Pi), temperature,

aperture (e) and surface roughness (Kranz, et al, 1979).

Analytically, the fracture permeability is frequently related

to the square of the aperture (e) from a parallel plate model

(Bear, 1972). (The aperture. in turn, is dependent on the

loading due to present and past mechanical. the-moal. and fluid

stresses.)

2
k *

or

C3
QI h a ke e (.cubic law) (3)

where
2k a fracture intrinsic permeability . (tIv)K (L

K a hydraulic conductivity (LIT)

n * viscosity (MILT)

v - specific weight (MIL 2T?)

e * crack aperture (L)
3Q s discharge (L /.T)

h * hydraulic head change (L)

Witherspoon. et al. (1980) fourd the cubic law tv uniquely
define permeability whether the fractures were held open or

closed under stress. More importantly the results were

independent of rock type. loading path, and load history.

It is readily apparent that while permeability might be

uniquely determined by aperture, fracture dimensions cannot be

determined in the field. Thus, the relationship of aperture or

permeability versus applied stress must be known. Unfortunately,

permeability and aperture do not appear to be unique functions

of stress. Several experimenters (Kranz, et al, 1979; Iwal,

1976; Nelson and Handin, 1977) have found permanent alterations
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Figure 3. Shear Stress Changes Along a Joint for Three
horizontal-Vertical Stress Ratios. P. a nPy
a) n - 0.5 C) n a 1.0 c) n a 2.0.
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(hysteresis) of permeability under cyclic loading. However,

after 4 to 5 cyclic loadings at similar stress levels, repeatable

permeability-stress curves were often produced (Iwai, 1976).

This observation is similar -to the situation encountered in soil

consolidation tests.

Gangi (1978) has published a power-law permeability-stress
relationship using a bed-of-nails model as follows:

( ke)l/3 1

where

ke '

E a

P. a

f a

zero pressure permeability-aperture proCuct (L)

effective modulus of asperities (M/LT?)

fluid pressure (VILT2
constant characterizing distribution fuoction of
asperity lengths. 0 m < I (m would supposedly

change after each loading)

For this study, stress effects on the Joint aperture were

evalusted.by using the preliwinary results obtained by Walsh

(1981):

ke P I1 3
0 e 7-r,0 0

(4)

where

kIeo a permeability-aperture product at reference state (is)

(PIPO) - ratio tetween unknown and reference eff'ectlve pressures

b * r.m.s. of fracture surface proouberances (L)

Equation (4) is similar in form to Jones (197S)

empirically Derived formula: (ke) 1 3 . A - BjnP Where

P dernotes the confin4ng pressure. Both Walsh (l19l) andc
Cangl (1978) have applied their equations to cartrosnate rock

data collected by Jo-es (1975) and found fairly goQnd agreement.
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By assuming the validity of equation (3), it is possible to

derive an expression for the aperture (e) using equation (4):

e e* 1 - ~ ~eO P. er-

The parameter b would presumably account for hysteres's

effects as stress was applied and taller asperites crushed.

From data found in Kranz. et al (1979) and Barreland Stesky

(1980). Walsh back-calculated the term 12 ble0 (from k

versus In P data) and found it was approximately 1.4 for Barre

granite and about 0.57 for pyroxene granulite. Data for Jonesf

coefficient B (equivalent to 12 b/ec in Walsh formt lation)

is not available for volcanic tuff. For the calculations in

this report .6 was assumed to be unity.

Permeability versus stress relationships for XTS tuff would

be valuable experimental data to obtain for future work. Both

laboratory and field data would be useful. No studies have

been completed on the correspondence of lab and field fracture

permeability coefficients. Consequently, the necessary lab

specimen size to obtain representative field values is not

known (altherspoon. 1981).

'he effects of changes in both confining pressure (P d

ard tne fluid pressure in the fracture (Pf) are usually

Combined to give an effective pressure (P.) Traditionally

Pe is defined as Pc-Pf in soil mechanics. but Walsh

(1981) points out the relationship Pe = Pc - SPf may be a

rore appropriate effective stress law for fractured media.

This relationship is supported by test results of Kranz. et al

(1976). The coefficient S relates to the pore volume and the

compressibility of the surrounding rock. Appropriate values of

S could be obtained from laboratory experiments relating k

versus ;n P for the material of interest. Because it wasC
not possible to evaluate an effective pressure (P e) in the
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analysis. it was assumed PC could be used in place of P. as

a rough approximation. The substitution Implies an atmospheric

fluid pore pressure.

From examination of the effective stress law and assuming

S < 1, it !s obvious that when Pc is much larger than Pf

there should be little difference between Pe and PC. The

fact that Jones (1975) was successful in using confining

pressure (PC) in fitting data suggests the subsitutlon is

acceptable.

Postulated permeability-aperture product (ke) changes from

the drill hole stress perturbance are plotted in Figure 4 for

vertical-horizontal stress ratios (n) of 0.5. 1.0. 2.0.

Examining the case where n a 1.0, the tangential joint

intersection (v . 1.0) only reduced the permeability-aperture

product (ke) a maximum of 31.5 percent (xla a 1.75). The value

of ke decreased 63.5 percent at this distance for O * 0.0. At

the point of intersection with the drill iMole, ke theoretically

decreased 97.2 percent for . * 0.0 which suggests permeability

changes could be substantial.

It is evident a tangential joint intersection minimizes the

permeability changes for n t 1. This result follows directly

from the cubic law and the plane strain, elastic analysis. But

as indicated earlier, unusual stress behavior or cracking might

occur in the region 0 < x/a < 1 for a tangential intersection.

It is also possible the joint would open. However, the

increase in joint width and consequent permeability increase

would be p eferred. Entrance velocities would be lower. TVe

experiment would thus simulate seepage conditions more

realistically. A angential Intersection slightly increases

permeability for n I but similar arguments apply. Therefore,

a tangential joint intersection is preferred ; all cases.
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PIERMEASUTY-APCTMMIS PRODUCT
CHNG4E NEAR DRUL HOLE
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Figure 4. Postulated Perireability Changes Using Cubic Logarithmic
Law. Px . nPy a) n * 0.5 b) n * 1.0 C) n - 2.0.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

- Based on the simplified analysis. a tangential intersection

of the joint by the drill hcle should be used to minimize

disturbances of joint permeability in the field nuclide migration

experiment. This assumes the instrumentation hole can be

accur:tely placed along the joint.

The experiment will be difficult to perform and -light benefit

from a redesign to a perpendicular intersection of tthe joint by

oath the injection and collection holes. The radial flow

experiment has two distinct advantages. First, the single

fracture of interest does not have to be accurately traced.

Brace (1978) and Witherspoon (1981) point out researchc.2. have

generally found large variations in individual joint behavior at

distances greater tnan I m (3 ft). Second, the perpendicular

intersection would eliminate normal stress concentrations along

the joint. Laburatory experiments to date have avoided

sheet flow experiments (Iwai, 1976) in favor of the easily

prepared and performed radial flow experiments.

A ralial flow experiment can suffer from inherent hydraulic

difficulties due to high inlet velocities with the potential to

negate Darcy's law. Fortunately, velocities encountered at

inlets for fractures are probably negligible (Iwai, .576).

Although the perpendicular intersection would eliminate

normal stress concentrations, small shear stresses could

potentially develop during drilling. As a drill hole approached

a joint, the rock mass above the joint would be free to relax

while the lower portion would not. This situation wculd cause

shear stresses along the Joint, The shear stress could be

dirinisnea by drilling beyond the joint. Little data exist on

the extent shear stress affects permeability. Conceiiably

dilatancy with a subsequent increase in permeability occurs if

17



the normal. in-situ stress is not large. Pratt. At a1 I1977)
found that a 3 Mra (0.44 ksl) Istress app lied normral to a fractured
3 m ,6 ft) block of granite halved the original permeability. it
was necessary to apply 12 P a (1.7 ksi) parallel tI the joint to
couble the permeability. Thus, it can be tentatively assumed
shear stress has less influence than normal stress on
Perzreabil it. -
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